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Abstract
Image-based lighting has allowed the creation of photo-realistic computer-generated content. However, it requires the accurate
capture of the illumination conditions, a task neither easy nor intuitive, especially to the average digital photography enthusiast.
This paper presents an approach to directly estimate an HDR light probe from a single LDR photograph, shot outdoors with
a consumer camera, without specialized calibration targets or equipment. Our insight is to use a person’s face as an outdoor
light probe. To estimate HDR light probes from LDR faces we use an inverse rendering approach which employs data-driven
priors to guide the estimation of realistic, HDR lighting. We build compact, realistic representations of outdoor lighting both
parametrically and in a data-driven way, by training a deep convolutional autoencoder on a large dataset of HDR sky environment maps. Our approach can recover high-frequency, extremely high dynamic range lighting environments. For quantitative
evaluation of lighting estimation accuracy and relighting accuracy, we also contribute a new database of face photographs
with corresponding HDR light probes. We show that relighting objects with HDR light probes estimated by our method yields
realistic results in a wide variety of settings.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and
Realism—Color, shading, shadowing, and texture I.4.8 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Scene Analysis—Shading

1. Introduction
Image-based lighting [Deb98] has allowed the creation of truly
photo-realistic visual effects, for instance in movies, where virtual assets are seamlessly composited into real live action shots.
A key factor in making virtual objects look real is that of lighting:
the object must be lit by the same lighting conditions as the background plate. This process involves the precise capture of a light
probe: a high dynamic range (HDR), omnidirectional image which
records the incident illumination conditions at a particular point.
Unfortunately, existing techniques for capturing light probes all require specialized setups, such as custom calibration targets (e.g.,
mirrored spheres [Deb98] and diffuse objects [CMNK13]), capturing aligned, exposure-bracketed photographs [DM97], and/or custom hardware [TKTS11, MRK⇤ 13], none of which are available
to the casual user who is restricted to work with typical consumer
cameras. These cameras have very constraining limitations, both in
terms of dynamic range and field of view, which make it impossible
to physically measure the true luminance coming in from all angles
(especially outdoors). How then can we make this process simpler?
In this paper, we show that HDR outdoor light probes can be
captured via a single low dynamic range (LDR) shot of a person’s
face, using a consumer camera, and without the need for a specialized calibration setup. While faces have been used as light probes
before, existing methods are fundamentally limited to recover low© 2018 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum © 2018 The Eurographics Association and John
Wiley & Sons Ltd. Published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

frequency lighting [Shi12, KK14]. Because human skin reflectance
is mostly diffuse and acts as a low-pass filter on illumination, the
recovery of high-frequency lighting (e.g., the sun) from skin reflectance may seem physically impossible [RH01].
To address these limitations, we exploit high-frequency lighting
encoded in self-shadowing and also explicitly constrain our light
estimate to lie in a subspace of real lighting environments. We focus on the challenging case of outdoor lighting, which has both
extremely high dynamic range and frequency due to the sun. We
build both parametric and data-driven, deep convolutional models
from a large dataset of HDR sky probes, for use in our inverse lighting framework. Our approach has three key advantages over previous ones: (1) it provides natural, data-validated models for outdoor
lighting that accurately captures a wide variety of real illumination
conditions; (2) it enforces a strong prior that constrains the inverse
lighting problem, yielding more realistic results; and (3) the highly
compact representations make the problem well-conditioned and
easy to optimize as the input search space is significantly reduced.
Our main contributions are three-fold: (1) we present a novel,
practical approach for estimating a high-frequency, spherical HDR
light probe from a single LDR image of a face; (2) we introduce a novel dataset of synthetic and real HDR images of faces,
accompanied by corresponding HDR light probes; and, finally,
(3) we provide the first quantitative performance evaluation of out-
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door lighting recovery from faces. We note that our real dataset also
includes photographs of other objects, with known ground-truth geometry and lit by the same light probe, that can be used to evaluate
the performance of new light estimation algorithms in future work.
2. Related work
Image-based lighting first relied on capturing mirrored and diffuse spheres [Deb98, RWPD05, DGBB12] to construct omnidirectional, HDR light probes and realistically render virtual objects.
Follow-up work has proposed other specialized hardware (e.g., optical systems [TKTS11], camera add-ons [MRK⇤ 13]) for multipleexposure photography and also real-time applications [CMNK13].
Smartphone photography and spherical image stitching has also
been proposed [K1́5]. None of these methods can estimate an HDR
light probe from a single LDR image taken by a conventional camera, as we propose here.
Lighting estimation from faces has mostly focused on lighting normalization to improve facial recognition: [WLH03] uses a
spherical harmonics (SH) lighting representation to relight a face;
[WLH⇤ 07] deals with harsh lighting via a Markov random field formulation. Face modeling methods in computer vision have focused
on accurate geometry [LMMP05, KSB11], or texture [LZL14] recovery using rough lighting estimates. In graphics, similar ideas
have been used in face swapping [BKD⇤ 08, DSJ⇤ 11]. While accurate lighting estimation from a face image has already been
explored [Shi12, KK14, SB15], previous work has focused solely
on recovering low-frequency, low dynamic range indoor lighting;
performance has been evaluated only qualitatively by relighting a
sphere. While [NN04] estimate illumination conditions from a single image of an eye, reduced pixel resolution is an important limitation in this case. In contrast, our method estimates light probes
that are quantitatively very close to real lighting environments, and
works in the challenging case of outdoor lighting, where extremely
high frequency and dynamic range come into play.
Inverting the image formation process has been extensively
investigated in computer vision, with impressive results for the simultaneous estimation of shape, illumination, and reflectance from
single images [BM12]. This ill-posed problem requires imposing
strong priors on each term. The method in [LN12] jointly predicts
illumination and reflectance from a single image given the shape
of an object in the scene and data-driven illumination priors. It recovers high-frequency lighting only if the material reflectance also
has a high-frequency component (e.g., partly reflective) and cannot surmount the physical limitation that diffuse materials act as a
low-pass filter on the illumination [RH01]. Our new method overcomes this issue by exploring high-frequency illumination encoded
in object self-shadowing and by using compact models of the dominant components of outdoor illumination, the sun and sky. We use
strong constraints from our knowledge on faces, both in terms of
their general geometry as well as their typical reflectance properties [WMP⇤ 06].
Deep learning, especially with convolutional neural networks
(CNNs), has shown great promise in different computer vision
tasks. Relevant to our inverse lighting context, the convolutional
inverse graphics network of [KWKT15] train a variational autoencoder on a large dataset of synthetic faces to generate new

faces under novel illumination or viewpoint, even if that particular face has never been seen during training. Deep learning has also
been applied to the intrinsic image decomposition problem, where
an image is decomposed into its reflectance and shading components [NMY15, ZKE15]. Going one step further, [TSH12] combines deep belief networks with the physics-based Lambertian reflectance assumption to jointly estimate surface normals, Lambertian reflectance, and light source direction from an image of a face.
In [RRF⇤ 15], “orientation-dependent appearance” of an object is
estimated from a single image using a CNN with an architecture
similar to ours. Follow-up work [GRR⇤ 16] demonstrates actual
separation of appearance into specular material and natural illumination with two different CNNs, trained on each task separately,
and [GRR⇤ 17] show lighting estimation from multiple (specular)
materials. Moo et al. [MPP⇤ 17] train a neural network for directly
regressing SH coefficients from an object given its geometry and
pose. [GSY⇤ 17] and [HGSH⇤ 17] learn to regress indoor and outdoor illumination from a single, generic image. Of particular relevance to our work, Shu et al. [SYH⇤ 17] embed a rendering layer
in a deep neural network for inverting the image formation process from a single face image, but their lighting representation is
limited to low-frequency spherical harmonics. Here, we also aim
to recover lighting separately from face reflectance. In contrast, we
do not perform full end-to-end learning: rather we focus on learning a data-driven model for lighting with deep learning, and exploit
this representation in an optimization framework to recover highfrequency HDR illumination even from diffuse face reflectance.
3. Estimating lighting from a face
We now derive our main contribution: a novel algorithm for estimating an HDR lighting environment given a single LDR image
of a face. Our approach relies on a precomputed estimate of facial
geometry, which is obtained by automatically detecting faces and
estimating their 3D pose and geometry. Reconstruction of 3D faces
in monocular view has matured significantly in recent years, with
impressive results [GVWT13, SKSS14, SWTC14, CBZB15]. Our
approach can leverage any of these methods. Here, we use a simple
and fast method that yields good results for most near-frontal faces
in our database. From a sparse set of 3D facial landmark detections, obtained with [KS14], we fit a high-resolution 3D template
mesh [TDlTM11] to the image. Since we require dense normal estimates for as many face pixels as possible, we smoothly deform the
high-resolution 3D mesh towards the set of 3D landmarks using
the bounded biharmonic weight deformation method of [JBPS11].
Figure 1 shows the resulting face mesh for three different subjects.
Thus, we assume that face geometry is given and formulate our
inverse rendering task as simultaneously recovering the light probe
and face albedo from a single face image.
3.1. Shading model
Consider a face pixel p with surface normal n p and albedo r(p).
Its Lambertian diffuse shading is
sl (l, r(p)) =

rl (p)
p

Z

W

V (p, w) hn p , will (w) dw ,

(1)
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in terms of l = [ lr lg lb ] and r = [ rr rg rb ],
⇣
⌘
arg min
Â j s(l, r) s⇤ + yl (l) + yr (r)
l,r

subject to

l,p

8l, wi 2 W, l(w)

0,

(4)

8l, p, 0  r  1 .

Here j(·) is the per-pixel per-color-channel loss term while yl (l),
yr (r) define the priors on lighting and face albedo, respectively.
These priors are derived in detail next, in sections 3.3 and 3.4.

Figure 1: Face geometry estimation. The top row shows the detected 2D locations of 68 facial landmarks, shown as blue dots.
The inferred, 3D, higher-resolution mesh is shown as a green overlay wireframe mesh. The bottom row shows the estimated geometry
rendered from a novel viewpoint.

where l is one of the primary RGB colors, h·, ·i is the dot product,
w is a light direction in the spherical domain W. Here, ll (w) is the
desired lighting function, giving the incident radiance from the environment in direction w; V (p, w) is the binary visibility at surface
point (pixel) p from direction w, obtained from the 3D face mesh.
To derive a more practical model, we discretize the integral
in (1) and express light intensities and albedo map as vectors,
ll = [ ll (w1 ) . . . ll (wL ) ]T 2 RL and rl 2 RN , where L is the number of sampled light directions and N is the number of face pixels.
We then rewrite (1) as
sl (l, r) = diag(rl )T ll ,

1
V (p, w) hn p , wi dw .
p

(3)

Note that T is precomputed using the detected face geometry.
Self-shadowing, specified by the visibility information V (·) inside
T, allow us to estimate high-frequency illumination: the more complex the geometry is, the smaller the nullspace of T, providing more
information on lighting [HLGF11].

3.2. Problem statement
Let s⇤ 2 RN⇥3 denote the reference shading (intensity) observed
for the pixels in an input face image. To simplify notation, we drop
the indices p and l for relations that hold for all pixels and all color
channels. Using (2), we formulate light probe recovery from a face
as the solution to a constrained, regularized minimization problem
© 2018 The Author(s)
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We have also determined, empirically, that light probe estimation
is more robust when albedo is restricted to only 3 degrees of freedom (i.e., spatially constant albedo). To improve robustness to other
potential departures from the assumed reflectance model
p (e.g.,
specularity), we use the convex Charbonnier loss j(x) = x2 + e,
a differentiable variant of the L1 -norm with fixed e = 10 6 .
3.3. Outdoor lighting priors
To integrate data-driven constraints (priors) on natural outdoor illumination, we divide our outdoor lighting model l into two parts: the
sky and ground hemispheres, i.e., l = lsky + lgnd . We propose two
alternative models for lsky , namely lAE and lS+S , as detailed next.

(2)

where the [p, w]-th element of the diffuse transport matrix
T 2 RN⇥L encodes shadowed foreshortening, i.e., the visibilitymodulated inner product of the normal at pixel p and incoming
light direction w,
T[p, w] =

Without our lighting model and priors, the problem in (4) would
be extremely ill-posed: there would exist infinite pairs of albedo
and light probes matching the photographed pixels perfectly—e.g.,
l and l + Dl provide equal shading s(·) for any Dl in the nullspace of
T. Few of these solutions would look like a real sky probe. Thus,
our goal is to recover a plausible pair of albedo and lighting environment that allows for the realistic insertion of virtual objects in
the scene. Even though we focus on light probe inference, we are
also bound to estimate albedo to be able to separate the chromatic
characteristics of face and incident lighting.

3.3.1. Convolutional sky lighting model
First, we learn a compact nonlinear subspace of valid skies in a
data-driven fashion, using 12,000 images from the Laval HDR Sky
Database [LAB⇤ 16], a large collection of real HDR sky probes.
These probes span a very wide range of illumination conditions,
from overcast to partially cloudy to fully sunny. Captured using the
method of Stumpfel et al. [SJW⇤ 04], the probes are unsaturated
even in direct sunlight.
Then, we restrict estimates of lsky to lie within this sky subspace
to help constrain the inverse rendering task (i.e., the component of
lsky in the nullspace of T) and to ensure the recovery of realistic outdoor illumination. Note that a naive approach using a global, linear
generative model (e.g., Principal Component Analysis) would be
very ineffective in this case: the translation of sun and clouds in the
sky would introduce a large number of basis vectors that would be,
in essence, shifted versions of each other. For this reason, we have
opted for a more efficient convolutional model.
We therefore model the sky hemisphere using a deep convolutional denoising autoencoder [VLL⇤ 10] learned from real HDR
probes. A denoising autoencoder is a neural network that is trained
to denoise a corrupted version of its input. As depicted in figure 2,
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Layer

Num. Filters

Filter Size

Input
Convolutional

64
96
96
64

32 ⇥ 128
16 ⇥ 64
8 ⇥ 32
4 ⇥ 16

3⇥3
3⇥3
3⇥3
5⇥5
1⇥1

4 ⇥ 16
8 ⇥ 32
16 ⇥ 64
32 ⇥ 128
32 ⇥ 128

Deconvolutional
Convolutional
Output: fAE (z)

fitting convergence:
T

lS+S (q) = f (wsun ,t)wTsky +Cek(wsun w

32 ⇥ 128

5⇥5
3⇥3
3⇥3
3⇥3

Fully Connected (64): z
64
96
96
64
3

Resolution

2k

1

1) T
wsun

2 RL⇥3 ,

(6)

where C = k(2p 2pe
) is a normalization term. The model
parameter vector is q = [ wsky wsun wsun t k ] 2 R10 . The sky and
sun mean colors are w{sky, sun} 2 R3 ; f (·) is the Preetham sky luminance model [PSS99], which is a function of the sun position
wsun 2 R2 and sky turbidity t 2 R (1.7  t  35); the scalar k 2 R
(8  k  8192) models the atmospheric scattering close to the sun.
While more accurate sky models exist [HW12, WH13], it is likely
that their increased computational complexity would make their use
in inverse problems more challenging.
3.3.3. Ground lighting model

32 ⇥ 128

Figure 2: Architecture of our deep denoising autoencoder for
learning outdoor HDR sky lighting. The parameters of each layer
are given in each row. Convolutional layers (in the encoder) are followed by max-pooling to reduce their spatial resolution by a factor
of two, whereas deconvolutional layers are followed by 2D upscaling to recover the original input resolution. The ReLU activation
function and batch normalization are used on all layers except the
output, which is linear.

Although we assume that incoming light arrives predominantly
from the sky, we also consider a single bounce of skylight on the
ground by assuming a Lambertian ground plane of constant reflectance, lit by the sky. This ground plane is shown on the bottom
half of the sky probes in fig. 3.
The ground component of our lighting model is defined in terms
of the vertical ground normal ngnd = [ 0 1 0 ]T and constant (but
unknown) ground albedo rgnd ,
rgnd
(7)
T l (q) 2 RL⇥3 ,
p gnd sky
where the ground light transport Tgnd [w] = hngnd , wi dw and the
sky component lsky (q) is either lAE (q) or lS+S (q).
lgnd =

the input HDR environment of the sky hemisphere (a 32 ⇥ 128 pixels image, the upper half of a latitude-longitude map) is first processed through a series of convolutional layers, each followed by
a rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function and max pooling
layer. After four such convolutional layers, a fully-connected layer
compresses the feature map into a Z-dimensional latent variable
z 2 RZ (we use Z = 64). This part of the network is dubbed the
encoder, since it converts the input into its (learned) latent representation z. Next, the decoder upsamples z into a denoised HDR
probe fAE (z) via a series of deconvolution, ReLU and upsampling
layers.
This autoencoder is trained via stochastic gradient descent to
minimize the, solid-angle weighted, L1 loss between the input and
the reconstructed output pixels in each probe. Before passing it to
the network, the input is corrupted with additive zero-mean Gaussian noise (s = 0.01) to provide better generalization capabilities [VLL⇤ 10]. To better compress the latent space during training,
the input sky probes are pre-rotated along their azimuth so that the
sun appears in the center of each image.
After training, we enable control over the sun’s azimuth (fsun )
by rotating the output of the generative sky light model fAE (z). We
define the fully parameterized convolutional model of sky light as:
lAE (q) = R(fsun ) fAE (z) 2 RL⇥3 ,
with q = [ z fsun ] ,

(5)

3.3.4. Lighting estimation problem
Putting it all together, our outdoor lighting estimation problem
in (4) is reformulated to consider the new parameterization:
⇣
⌘
arg min
j s(q, rgnd , r) s⇤ + yl (q) + yr (r)
Â
q,rgnd ,r
l,p
(8)
subject to 0  rgnd , r  1 ,

To further constrain each sky model to the manifold of plausive lighting environments, we fit a multivariate Gaussian mixture model (GMM) to the sky parameters obtained from a training dataset of HDR probes (disjoint from the testing dataset). This
subspace gives our prior yl (·) above. As (8) gives a non-linear
optimization problem, we use multiple starting points in parameter space by initializing the models at the centroids of the GMM
prior; albedo is initialized similarly (as spatially uniform) using
the means of the GMM prior described below; ground albedo is
initialized to a dark, neutral color. Although convergence to local minima cannot be ruled out, our results are on average better
than those of other methods (sec. 5). Optimization of (8) is performed using a standard quasi-Newton method and implemented
in Python using the Theano library for automatic differentiation
(www.deeplearning.net/software/theano). Additional implementation details are given in the supplementary material.

where R(fsun ) is a rotation along the azimuth fsun .
3.3.2. Parametric Sun+Sky lighting model
Alternatively, we also investigate the use of a parametric Sun+Sky
model based on [LM14], which we simplify slightly as to improve

3.4. Face albedo priors
Lighting estimation from a single image of a face is an ill-posed
problem; note that equation (2) presents a chromatic and an absolute intensity ambiguity between albedo and lighting (e.g., halving
© 2018 The Author(s)
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Figure 3: Overview of our database with synthetic face images rendered under different illumination conditions. In each case, we show the
rendered face (left) and the corresponding HDR environment map (right). These images have been tonemapped for display (g = 2.2). Note
that even though the synthetic faces have bald heads, light probe estimation only uses the face region (what is covered by the mesh in fig. 1
and in the supplementary material) to better match the real application scenario.

Figure 4: Overview of our database with real face images captured outdoors under different illumination conditions. For each case, we show
the captured face (left) and its corresponding HDR light probe (right). These images have been tonemapped for display (g = 2.2).
albedo and doubling light intensity yields equal shading s). To disambiguate our estimates, we constrain face albedo using a GMM,
which is fit a priori to a database of facial albedo [WMP⇤ 06]. As
the RGB space of this database may not match ours, we calibrate
the albedo likelihood, pGMM (r), to samples from our databases using manually assigned skin-tone labels, as defined in [WMP⇤ 06].
Our albedo prior is defined as the negative log-likelihood,
⇣
⌘
yr (r) = a Â log pGMM (r) ,
(9)
p

in terms of the albedo GMM; a is a predefined constant weight.
4. Face databases

To evaluate the accuracy of estimated illumination conditions,
we generated two different datasets. First, we created a synthetic
database using a statistical 3D face model [TDlTM11, PKA⇤ 09]
and rendered a multitude of face images using real HDR environment maps. Second, we also created a database of real face photographs by capturing different people in a variety of illumination conditions, as described next. The datasets are accessible at:
www.disneyresearch.com/publication/face2light.
4.1. Synthetic face image database
Our synthetic data is designed to be challenging to lighting estimation algorithms. Its images contain self-cast shadows, strong specularities, colored light, and varying weather conditions – all of which
may make previous solutions fail.
Each synthetic face image in our dataset was generated by randomly sampling a face identity (geometry and albedo map) and a
random HDR environment map as the sole light source for imagebased lighting (these probes were not used to train the model in
sec. 3.3). Fig. 3 shows a subset of these synthetic images rendered using the popular physically-based Cycles render engine
(www.blender.org). We rendered 150 images with different combinations of 3D faces and illumination conditions. The skin model
© 2018 The Author(s)
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is comprised of specular and diffuse epidermal and subdermal layers to create highly realistic renders exhibiting complex effects such
as specularities and subsurface scattering.
Random 3D facial geometry was obtained by sampling the statistical face model of [PKA⇤ 09], built from hundreds of real 3D face
scans. Since instances of this model only describe the human face,
they were used as targets for the non-rigid registration of a template
mesh for the full human head. In addition, the model of [PKA⇤ 09]
does not describe face albedo (i.e., a shading-free texture). Thus,
we collected a dataset of 13 albedo maps of different subjects using
the photometric stereo setup of [GSSM15]. Each albedo map was
manually classified and white-balanced to match one of the skintone clusters identified by [WMP⇤ 06]. Finally, new albedo maps
were generated as random linear combinations of albedo maps selected from the same, arbitrary cluster.
Since the sky probe database captures only the sky hemisphere,
we synthesized an infinite Lambertian ground plane in the bottom hemisphere. To obtain realistic and calibrated (average) ground
albedos, we captured photographs of “typical” outdoor ground
scenes alongside an Xrite™ color chart, as shown in the supplementary material.
4.2. Real face image database
In addition, we captured photographs of real faces under a variety
of illumination conditions, several examples of which are shown in
fig. 4. These images were captured with a Canon EOS 5D Mark III
camera equipped with a 50mm lens. All images were saved in the
RAW format, at the full resolution of the camera.
In total, 9 subjects were recruited for this task and were asked
to be photographed with a mostly neutral expression. They were
photographed under 25 different lighting conditions. There were
8 male and 1 female subjects, most with fair skin. Subjects had
varying amounts of facial hair, ranging from none to full beards.
Each shooting session was performed in the following sequence
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of steps. First, another Canon 5D Mark III camera mounted on a
robotic tripod at the planned facial capture location, and an exposure bracketed sequence of photographs was captured at different
orientations, and merged into an HDR spherical environment map
of the illumination conditions. Second, the tripod was removed and
each subject was asked to stand at the same location, one at a time,
in quick succession. In all, each capture session took less than 4
minutes, to ensure lighting consistency across all the shots (especially important outdoors, as lighting conditions evolve over time).
In all, we performed 25 such shooting sessions.
5. Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the two lighting models introduced
in section 3.3, and compare them against the widely-used spherical harmonics (SH) representation [Gre03]. In particular, we
compare against 9- and 25-coefficient low-frequency SH models
(SH9 and SH25) of order 2 and 4, respectively. As in previous
works [BKD⇤ 08, LZL14, KK14, SYH⇤ 17], these SH models are
unconstrained and can represent negative light; thus, once results
are obtained, they must be truncated at zero. We begin by evaluating how each model approximates outdoor environment maps, then
present quantitative inverse lighting experiments on both synthetic
and real data. Parameter tunning (training) and evaluation (testing)
were performed on disjoint datasets. These results show that our
approach recovers realistic outdoor lighting in a wide variety of
challenging conditions.
5.1. Quantitative evaluation metrics
We employ a variety of metrics for evaluating the quality of estimated sky probes. First, we use shading-based metrics, indicated
by the “(s)” abbreviation below. These are obtained by rendering
a simple scene, comparing it to the original, then computing: the
mean absolute error (MAE), the root mean squared error (RMSE),
and the scale-invariant RMSE (si-RMSE) [BM12]. Second, we also
use lighting-based metrics, indicated by the “(l)” abbreviation. For
these, ground-truth and recovered light probes are compared directly. We calculate the MAE (weighted by solid angles dw ) over:
the entire upper hemisphere (Full-dw MAE), the sky region only
(Sky-dw MAE), and the sun region only (Sun-dw MAE). The sun
region is determined by cropping a 13 area around the brightest
point in the sky probe; its shape and intensity are especially important for accurate relighting. We also compute the angular error in
sun position estimation (Sun-ang). Finally, we fix the scale of these
metrics by mapping the average image intensity to 1 and the sum
over the light probe to 1 also.
These measures are also averaged over multiple probes. To compute the latter two measures, we exclude overcast skies for which
the sun location cannot be reliably determined. However, all skies
are included in the computation of Full-dw MAE.

sults of fitting different lighting models to 4 real probes. To demonstrate the effects of approximation errors, the figure also shows
a simple scene rendered with the fitted models. Clearly, the popular SH representation cannot model high-frequency illumination
even when 25 frequency components are used (or 75 in total for
the 3 color channels). As a result, the light probe is oversmoothed
and the rendered images devoid of hard shadows. This is especially
problematic in ill-posed, inverse problems where one seeks a powerful model with as few degrees of freedom as possible. In contrast,
our 10-dimensional Sun+Sky (S+S) and 65-dimensional autoencoder (AE) models can more compactly and efficiently capture the
important high-frequency illumination in the original GT probes,
resulting in better image lighting (e.g., accuracy of cast shadows).
This is also reflected quantitatively by the evaluation metrics given
in table 1. These metrics were computed from a total of 135 real
sky probes, which were not used to train our models.
In table 1, we note that the probe obtained with the method AEFF
is not actually optimized: the original sky probe is just fed forward
through the AE and is approximated by it. Table 1 also shows the
performance of our main AE approach in which we further optimize the probe parameters in the AE latent space as to minimize
the same loss function used by Sun+Sky. This optimization further improves the quality of our AE approximations and is more
similar to what we perform in inverse lighting from faces. Here,
however, these fits are not optimized for the relighting of objects;
hence, shading errors may be higher than those in section 5.3.
5.3. Quantitative evaluation on synthetic data
We now evaluate lighting estimation from face images in our synthetic database (sec. 4.1), which were rendered with real, outdoor
light probes. We compare the performance of our inverse rendering
framework using the same illumination models and performance
metrics described above.
Figure 6 shows 10 example faces with ground truth and estimated light probes, as well as a synthetic scene (bunny and owl)
rendered with each probe. Note how the AE and Sun+Sky provide
light probes and scene renderings that are very close to the ground
truth (2nd and 8th columns). Table 2 shows performance metrics
that are averages over 135 results. Here, the SH model shows low
values for the (Lambertian) shading-based metrics “(s)”, but the
larger errors for the lighting-based metrics “(l)” (and the absence of
hard cast shadows in figure 6) demonstrate it poorly captures important high-frequency illumination. Our model, on the other hand,
makes better use of data-driven priors to constrain light probe estimation and provide more accurate sky probes, as indicated by the
lighting-based metrics in table 2. This is especially the case when
estimating the shape and intensity of the sun region, Sun-dw MAE
(l), which encodes high-frequency illumination that is fundamental
for relighting.
5.4. Quantitative evaluation with real photographs

5.2. Model comparison
Before evaluating the recovery of light probes from face images, we
demonstrate the representative power of our models by directly fitting them to ground-truth (GT) light probes. Figure 5 shows the re-

We also evaluate light probe estimation from faces in our real
database (sec. 4.2), using the same illumination models and performance metrics described in section 5.1.
Figure 7 shows 10 example faces from our real database, the
© 2018 The Author(s)
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Figure 5: Comparison of outdoor illumination models fit directly to sky probes (GT, first row). Subsequent rows show, from top to bottom:
SH with 9 and 25 coefficients (SH9, SH25), the Sun+Sky model (S+S), a simple “feed forward” approximation using our deep autoencoder
(AEFF ) and the optimized fit within the AE latent space (AE). Each row shows four different sky probes, along with a simple scene rendered
by each sky probe.
Method

MAE (s)

RMSE (s)

si-RMSE (s)

Full-dw MAE (l)

Sky-dw MAE (l)

Sun-dw MAE (l)

Sun-ang (l)

SH9
SH25
S+S
AEFF
AE

0.56 ± 0.62
0.53 ± 0.62
0.54 ± 0.43
1.54 ± 4.69
0.35 ± 0.32

0.64 ± 0.69
0.62 ± 0.70
0.37 ± 0.28
1.05 ± 3.06
0.29 ± 0.29

0.50 ± 0.53
0.48 ± 0.53
0.23 ± 0.21
0.14 ± 0.16
0.17 ± 0.19

0.47 ± 0.26
0.41 ± 0.26
0.40 ± 0.18
0.50 ± 0.70
0.30 ± 0.21

0.46 ± 0.25
0.45 ± 0.25
0.18 ± 0.14
0.23 ± 0.27
0.22 ± 0.22

0.43 ± 0.26
0.42 ± 0.26
0.06 ± 0.10
0.10 ± 0.10
0.16 ± 0.20

20.29 ± 22.64
13.93 ± 14.39
0.68 ± 1.52
4.61 ± 13.63
6.52 ± 14.51

Table 1: Quantitative comparison of lighting models fit directly to sky probes: SH with 9 and 25 coefficients (SH9, SH25), the Sun+Sky model
(S+S), a simple “feed forward” approximation using our deep autoencoder (AEFF ) and the optimized fit within the AE latent space (AE).
Each model fit is evaluated with shading- (s) and lighting-based (l) metrics as detailed in section 5.1. Metrics averaged over 135 probes.
corresponding ground-truth light probes, and two scenes rendered
with the GT probe and the probes estimated with the four lighting models in our comparison. The top scene shows the lambertian
bunny-and-owl model used in the quantitative experiments from table 3, while the bottom scene shows a glossy dragon model. Once
again, the AE provides light probes with higher frequency content.
However, some of the ground-truth probes present overall color that
differs from that of the probes used to train the AE, which affected
its results. The SH models can represent low-frequency lighting
well and are useful for lighting diffuse objects like the bunny and
the owl, but reflections from glossier objects (dragon) lit with these
SH fits do not look realistic.

© 2018 The Author(s)
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A quantitative comparison for real data is shown in table 3 (averages over 131 results). In this context, the autoencoder outperforms
the other alternatives in most of the error metrics. As with the synthetic data, the SH models outperform the others in the “Sky-dw
MAE (l)” metric, but fails to correctly estimate the bright Sun,
“Sun-dw MAE (l)”. Interestingly, the Sun+Sky model, while providing a closer approximation to the light probe when being directly fit to them (table 1), becomes more difficult to optimize in
an inverse lighting framework due to non-linearities in the model,
eq. (6). This is also visible in the sensitivity analysis in section 5.5.
Overall, we find that the AE model provides the best balance between representing lighting and usability in inverse lighting.
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Figure 6: Results on 10 synthetic faces from our database which were rendered with real, outdoor lighting conditions. Each example shows
the input face image and a synthetic scene rendered with the probe just below it (from left to right): GT probe, inverse lighting estimates of
SH9, SH25, Sun+Sky, and AE.
Method

MAE (s)

RMSE (s)

si-RMSE (s)

Full-dw MAE (l)

Sky-dw MAE (l)

Sun-dw MAE (l)

Sun-ang (l)

SH9
SH25
S+S
AE

0.68 ± 0.39
0.71 ± 0.51
0.92 ± 0.56
0.75 ± 0.38

0.53 ± 0.30
0.52 ± 0.33
0.71 ± 0.47
0.60 ± 0.33

0.41 ± 0.22
0.43 ± 0.22
0.55 ± 0.39
0.45 ± 0.29

1.04 ± 0.48
1.22 ± 0.37
1.42 ± 1.57
0.80 ± 0.27

0.43 ± 0.23
0.46 ± 0.21
0.64 ± 0.42
0.62 ± 0.32

0.35 ± 0.20
0.34 ± 0.21
0.26 ± 0.20
0.15 ± 0.12

18.31 ± 19.52
22.38 ± 18.54
42.23 ± 30.31
23.55 ± 21.75

Table 2: Quantitative comparison of lighting models for outdoor light probe estimation from a single synthetic face image: SH with 9
and 25 coefficients (SH9, SH25), the Sun+Sky model (S+S), and the deep autoencoder (AE). Each model is evaluated with shading- (s) and
lighting-based (l) metrics as detailed in section 5.1. Metrics averaged over 135 results.

5.5. Sensitivity analysis
Besides the illumination conditions themselves, other factors may
have an impact on the performance of our technique. In this section,
we investigate two key factors: (1) the size of the input face image,
and (2) geometry errors introduced by the face detector. We now
present sensitivity analyses showing their impact on the quality of
the recovered light probe.
Size of the input image: We experimented with input image resolutions ranging from 90 ⇥ 90 to 360 ⇥ 360 and report estimated
lighting accuracy for all methods on the real data in figure 8(a).
Note that all methods offer relatively stable performance across image resolutions, indicating that resolution 90 ⇥ 90 is already nearly
sufficient for lighting estimation with these models. The exception
is the parametric S+S model, which seems to benefit from increased
image resolution. The results obtained for the other metrics exhibit
a similar behavior and are shown in the supplementary material.

Errors in face pose estimation: To quantify sensitivity to the accuracy of estimated 3D face pose (sec. 3 and fig. 1), we start with
the ground-truth 3D face of each synthetic image in our experiments and apply out-of-plane rotations of increasing magnitude on
the two axes (vertical and horizontal) ranging from 0 to 30 . The
resulting inverse lighting accuracy is reported in figure 8(b). Aside
from the S+S model which exhibits unstable behavior (due to its
strong dependency on initialisation), the other methods incur only
a moderate performance penalty with pose errors up to 30 degrees.
Overall, the AE shows good robustness to these perturbations.
Errors in face geometry estimation: To quantify inverse lighting
sensitivity to errors in estimated 3D face shape (sec. 3 and fig. 1),
we start with the ground-truth 3D face model of each synthetic image and perturb its blendshape coefficients with increasing noise
magnitude. We consider additive Gaussian noise of 0 mean and
standard deviation ranging from 0 to 1.1. This is motivated by the
© 2018 The Author(s)
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Figure 7: Results on 10 real faces from our database which were acquired under natural, outdoor lighting conditions. Each example shows
the input face image on the left, and on the right: (top) a synthetic lambertian scene, (middle) the light probe used to render the scenes, and
(bottom) a synthetic glossy scene. From left to right: GT probe, inverse lighting estimates of SH9, SH25, Sun+Sky, and AE.
Method

MAE (s)

RMSE (s)

si-RMSE (s)

Full-dw MAE (l)

Sky-dw MAE (l)

Sun-dw MAE (l)

Sun-ang (l)

SH9
SH25
S+S
AE

1.39 ± 0.91
0.99 ± 0.44
1.11 ± 0.75
0.86 ± 0.36

0.95 ± 0.58
0.71 ± 0.31
0.85 ± 0.64
0.65 ± 0.29

0.58 ± 0.32
0.57 ± 0.24
0.53 ± 0.24
0.49 ± 0.18

1.65 ± 0.73
1.29 ± 0.31
1.73 ± 1.75
1.22 ± 0.34

0.49 ± 0.26
0.46 ± 0.23
1.25 ± 1.57
0.86 ± 0.36

0.32 ± 0.20
0.36 ± 0.21
0.64 ± 1.36
0.19 ± 0.11

45.88 ± 46.72
28.67 ± 28.49
41.58 ± 36.48
33.30 ± 30.20

Table 3: Quantitative comparison of lighting models for outdoor light probe estimation from a single real face image: SH with 9 and
25 coefficients (SH9, SH25), the Sun+Sky model (S+S), and the deep autoencoder (AE). Each model is evaluated with shading- (s) and
lighting-based (l) metrics as detailed in section 5.1. Metrics averaged over 131 results.
fact that face detectors have a strong shape prior and will ensure
that the detected 3D shape looks like a face, but possibly an incorrect one. The resulting inverse lighting accuracy is reported in
figure 8(c). Performance of the SH and the AE methods seem fairly
stable across the range of perturbations. The S+S shows a counter-
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intuitive change in performance with larger perturbations, which, as
before, we conjecture may be due to its sensitivity to initialisation.
Convergence and failure cases: As mentioned, inverse lighting
with our light probe models gives a non-linear optimization problem and, although results of AE are on average better than with
other models, convergence to local optima cannot be ruled out.
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Figure 8: Sensitivity of inverse lighting as a function of various parameters: (a) image resolution ranging from 90⇥90 to 360⇥360; (b)
out-of-plane rotation from 0 to 30 ; and (c) face blendshape coefficients perturbed by Gaussian noise with standard deviation ranging from
0 to 1.1. The error metric is “Full-dw MAE (l)”, see the supplementary material for results on all metrics.
With our S+S model, local minima may result in sun disks that
are too large or ground albedos that are overly bright (figs. 6 and
7). For the AE, light environments may present artifacts (splotchy
colorful blobs) when the optimization steps outside the manifold of
plausible lighting environments. This may happen if the weight for
the GMM log-likelihood prior is too small. Naturally, our results
are less reliable when the face is predominantly illuminated from
behind, without enough variation in illumination being observed on
the face. However, this is atypical when capturing outdoor images.
In terms of runtime performance, optimization for inverse lighting with our AE takes about 5 minutes per face image at 192 ⇥ 128
resolution and on a modern, 4-core 2.0GHz processor.

6. Conclusion
This paper presents a new approach to the challenging, ill-posed
problem of estimating an HDR light probe of natural outdoor illumination from a single LDR face photograph. Our approach successfully recovers realistic light probe estimates even in challenging cases of hard cast shadows and varying atmospheric conditions.
The main reason behind its success is the effective use of prior
knowledge on face geometry and appearance, as well as compact,
expressive models of realistic outdoor illumination. Both our parametric Sun+Sky model and deep convolutional autoencoder were
trained and validated on a large database of outdoor HDR sky environment maps. We show how these models can exploit nonlinear
data dependencies to constrain ambiguous light probe components
within the nullspace of the diffuse transport matrix, yielding more
realistic results. In addition, we also contribute a new database for
the evaluation of inverse lighting methods; it includes synthetic and
real face photographs with associated HDR light probes, covering
a very wide range of illumination conditions.
An important limitation is that our shading model currently only
exploits diffuse reflection; we are working on a natural extension
of this model that also includes a specular (e.g., Blinn-Phong) term
to exploit lighting information on facial highlights. This extension
will reduce the ambiguous illumination component to lie within
the intersection of the nullspaces of diffuse and specular transport
matrices. Our approach should also benefit from new advances in
deep convolutional autoencoder architectures.
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